‘It’s been a long time since I took a history test!’
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Context
We developed a two-year professional development programme called the
History Workplace, which aims to develop elementary teachers’ historical
reasoning skills, their skills in designing inquiry-based history lessons and skills
in guiding students during these lessons. We use four research instruments to
measure teacher development, one of which is a knowledge-skills test.
Research question:
How can we measure elementary school teachers’ knowledge of historical
reasoning and skills for suitable inquiry tasks to enhance students’ historical
reasoning?

Method
Participants:

Pilot test
22 final year students in
training

Pretest
20 teachers (grade 3-6) participating
in the History workplace

Data collection:
 First design was piloted with final year teacher-students.
 Before the first PD-meeting each participant made a knowledge-skills test.
 Test was made in google forms (at home).
 Second test will be made July 2021, the posttest in July 2022.

# questions
Mean
Standard deviation
P (average)
Concerning item
discrimination Rit
Reliability

Pilot test

Pretest

21
17,5
3,7
0,56
7 items with low or negative
Rit (between -0,15 and 0,19)
0,48

30
29,7
5,0
0,67
7 items with low or negative
Rit (between -0,10 and 0,19)
0,66

Results
• The analysis of the pilot test showed us several questions which were very easy
and did not discriminate or had a negative Rit. We adapted these questions or
removed them.
• Adaptation of the pilot test after analysis led to a pretest with 30 questions with
improved wording (9 questions were added).
• Expert advice led to the design of a test with a body of similar questions for the inbetween test and the posttest and a third of the questions that will change in each
test.
• Validity was improved by experts checking the labeling of the questions over the 8
subconstructs.

Design
Construct

Pilot test

Pretest

Historical reasoning skills

11

19

Continuity & change
Multiperspectivity
Causes & consequences

1
4
4

3
6
4

Similarities & differences

2

3

Contextualisation
Inquiry skills
10
Finding & processing information 4

3
11
3

Inquiry
Argumentation

5
3

3
3

• an historical text or image  interpret or consider the perspective
• a classroom situation  what is needed in the inquiry process

Example question Designing inquiry skills: In grade 5 teacher Lianne is
working with her students on child labour during the 19th century in the
Netherlands. She intends to show her students a Schooltv-programme about
child labour and read the schoolbook texts together. Then she will give the
children these two photos.

Conclusions and implications
 A paper and pencil test can be used as part of a PD-programme to measure
elementary school teachers’ historical reasoning skills and growth in their ability to
design historical questions.
 Development in teachers’ knowledge of historical reasoning and skills for suitable
inquiry tasks to enhance students’ historical reasoning will be measured on the
two constructs instead of on the 8 subconstructs.

Example question Historical reasoning skills:
1. This image shows a medieval city as
drawn by Johan Isings in 1925.
You teach grade 3. In order to make
students understand the
characteristics of a medieval city, you
choose to let them study similarities
and differences with another city.
Which second image would you
choose to do so?
a. An image of a different medieval city
b. An image of a contemporary city
c. An image of a Roman city
2. This image was drawn around 1925. How can we know if this image of a
Dutch medieval city is correct?

Lianne wants to use a historical reasoning skill in an classroom assignment. She
chooses ‘explain historical phenomena and events using historical sources’.
Which of the following questions will help her reach her goal?
a. Describe the working day of a 10 year old child who worked in the textile
industry around 1850.
b. Explain, with the use of these two photos, why at the end of the 19th
century resistance arises against child labour?
c. In which countries does child labour currently still exist and what are the
reasons for that?
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